Enterprise Integration Strategy
Having System Integration Issues? Want to Support Cloud or Mobile Integration?
Need an Integration Strategy and Roadmap? We Can Help.

If you have more than one application running in your environment or in the Cloud, there is a good chance you
will need those applications to interact or share data. Business processes often span multiple systems and
data sources, and allowing those processes to interact with systems in a standards-based way with centralized
monitoring will greatly improve your ability to meet business needs. But where do you start? What software do
you need now versus a year from now? What is Service-Oriented Architecture, and is it right for you?
Sierra-Cedar can help answer these questions as they relate to your specific business and technology goals.
The workshop includes interactive sessions in which Sierra-Cedar will guide your team through exercises to
identify short-, medium-, and long-term goals that can be achieved with proper integration strategies. A final
deliverable will be prepared to describe how these concepts impact your upcoming projects, explain what your
team needs to make it happen, and lay out a roadmap to help you with planning and strategy.

Timeline/Scope
The on-site portion of the workshop is delivered in three consecutive days. The final presentation date will be
scheduled and can be done via Web conference or on site based on Client preference.
Workshop Agenda
Day 1 (on site)

Day 2 (on sit;e)

Day 3 (on site)

Remote Work

Deliverable

●	Introductions
●	Overview of integration concepts
●	Service-Oriented
Architecture
●	Current client environment
●	Deep-dive of clientspecific applications and business
processes

●	Finish deep-dive
into systems and
processes
●	Review current and
future projects
●	Identify future endeavors or goals
●	Discussion of
dependencies and
constraints (budget,
resources, hardware,
other projects, etc.)

●	Introduction to integration products
●	Align technologies
with your projects
and environments
●	Prioritize and
rationalize short-,
medium-, and longterm goals
●	Assess the skills of
your IT team and
identify any gaps

● No formal sessions
●	Sierra-Cedar
consolidates the
information gathered
and prepares the
strategy and roadmap deliverable
●	Follow-up conversations as needed if
there are questions
from Sierra-Cedar

●	Sierra-Cedar completes the deliverable
●	Sierra-Cedar walks
Client team through
the deliverable content (optionally on
site)

Why Sierra-Cedar
Sierra-Cedar has been recognized as an industry leader in enterprise integration with proven capability to
plan, architect, and implement robust solutions. Because the intent is to provide an achievable strategy and
roadmap, Sierra-Cedar engages active delivery architects with hands-on experience delivering these solutions
to participate in the recommendations and creation of deliverables.

www.Sierra-Cedar.com ● 866.827.3786 ● Contact@Sierra-Cedar.com
Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.
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